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The Italianate Garden
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The St. Regis Venice

Supremely located beside the Grand Canal opposite iconic 
landmarks Punta della Dogana and Santa Maria della Salute 
Basilica, The St. Regis Venice has stood in various guises 
in this privileged position for over a century and a half, 
welcoming a host of illustrious guests. 

Home to merchants, royalty, artists and explorers, the hotel 
is steeped in timeless legend and impeccable character, and 
has been defined by the city’s artistic and cultural legacy. 
Made up of a unique collection of five 18th and 19th century 
palazzi, The St. Regis Venice features 130 guestrooms and 
39 suites, many of which boast private terraces or Juliet 
balconies for sweeping views of Venice’s iconic landmarks. 

A jewel in the city, the hotel’s spacious secluded garden 
sets the hotel apart, making it a lifestyle destination where 
guests and locals alike can enjoy remarkable views of the 
Grand Canal, and the disruptively delicious gastronomical 
experiences of Gio’s Restaurant, The St. Regis Bar, and Arts Bar.

The SPA Suites at The St. Regis Venice advocate an 
immersive enriching journey, offering moments of relaxed 
pleasure and sensory revitalization.

Avantgarde in outlook and evolutionary in design, The St. 
Regis Venice merges its historic provenance as the best 
address in the city, with striking, modern interiors and an 
allure cultivated by discerning luminaries.



The Artist Residences
Presidential Suite 
Monet Suites
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The Presidential Suite



The Presidential Suite
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True artist’s residences, the 
Presidential and Monet Suites 
are infused with artistic spirit. 
Inspired by the watercolours of 
French Impressionist painter 
Claude Monet, who painted 
from this same location in 
1908 when he was a former 
guest of The St. Regis Venice 
– at the time the Grand Hotel 
Britannia – the interior design 
of the suites evidences the soft, 
warm Venetian light that has 
drawn artists to Venice over the 
centuries.

Focal points of the living 
spaces alongside unrivaled 
outlooks are a series of 
bespoke contemporary 
artworks entitled “Hommage 
à Monet” commissioned to 
artist in residence, French 
painter Olivier Masmonteil, 
which celebrate the eternity 
of luminescence so unique to 
Venice.



View of the Grand Canal and Santa Maria della Salute Basilica
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Presidential
Suite

The grandest of all suites, the two-bedroom Presidential 
Suite occupies the entire waterfront-facing space on 
the second noble floor of the hotel’s palace, making it 
undeniably the finest address in the hotel. Enchanting is the 
play of light that accompanies the rise and setting of the day.

Defined by expansive night and day ambiances, soaring 
ceilings and bespoke design furnishings by London 
based Sagrada, the Presidential Suite is the ultimate in 
contemporary Venetian luxury. Its living spaces lead out to 
Juliette balconies that present uninterrupted views of the 
entrance to Venice’s Grand Canal, with perspectives that 
extend 180° from the Bacino San Marco to San Giorgio 
Maggiore Island, across to Punta della Dogana and the 
beautiful Santa Maria della Salute Basilica, and beyond 
again to the palatial residences of notable architectural 
beauty that line the opposite bank of the waterway.

Focal points in the interconnecting living rooms are two 
contemporary canvases entitled “Hommage à Monet” 
commissioned to artist in residence, French painter Olivier 
Masmonteil. Venetian mirror inserts amplify their jewel colours 
alongside the light and beauty that filters in from outside.

Bronze and Alabaster plaster sculpture by Massimiliano 
Pelletti, collaborative glass art by Robin Greene and 
Berengo Studios, art by Aurore de la Morinerie, Tony 
Blackmore, and James Thomas, along with backlit shelving 
dotted with objets d’art, Murano glass accessories and 
literary works lend sophisticated eclecticism to this unique 
and superb artist’s residence. 



A Living Room in the Presidential Suite
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A Living Room in the Presidential Suite
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Dimensions

150-square metres

Features

• Two expansive living rooms presenting stunning Grand 
Canal Views and step out Juliette balconies, design lounge 
sets with Rubelli Group fabrics, tailored hand crafted 
design furnishings, dining tables that may be comfortably 
set for six and four, backlit shelving with a selection of 
objets d’art, custom made wet bar and cocktail trolley with 
a bespoke selection of spirits and beverage.

• Commissioned Olivier Masmonteil paintings from the 
series “Hommage à Monet”.

• Two bedrooms with king-size St. Regis bed dressed in 
crisp white Frette linens and soft down feather duvet, 
ample wardrobe space, an in-room safe, and USB 
charging ports. Views of the Italianate garden and side 
views to the Grand Canal may be enjoyed from the 
master bedroom.

• Two generous ensuite bathrooms dressed in Italian 
Covelano Tiger and Lasa Vena Oro marbles with walk-
in rainforest shower, a bathtub for deep soaking, dual 
vanity basins, towel warmers, Bentley hair dryers, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, make-up mirror, 
plush terry robes.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• A pantry kitchenette.
• Two guest powder rooms.
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Handcrafted Artworks from the Berengo Studio in Murano



A Bedroom in the Presidential Suite
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Detail of the Presidential Suite
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The Presidential Suite Master Bathroom

View of San Giorgio Maggiore from the Presidential Suite



Detail of a Monet Suite Living Room
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Monet
Suites

Encapsulating true modern Venetian residences designed 
by London based Sagrada for connoisseurs of fine art, 
the Monet Suites pay homage to the great vanguard of 
Impressionism, French painter Claude Monet. Each is 
unique in design, with colour palettes inspired by the artist’s 
Venetian masterpieces, and by the soft, warm Venetian light.

Elegant and residential, yet charged with artistic spirit, the 
Monet suites occupy Grand Canal front row positions in the 
hotel’s Tiepolo palace. A step-out Juliette balcony overlooks 
Venice’s iconic waterway, while slices of Venetian mirroring 
amplify the view and beauty outside.

Accompanying artist in residence Olivier Masmonteil 
commissioned canvases from the series “Hommage à 
Monet” are bronze and Alabaster plaster sculptures by 
Massimiliano Pelletti, collaborative glass pieces by Luigi 
Benzoni and by Robin Greene with Berengo Studios, and 
artworks by James Thomas and Tony Blackmore. Rubelli 
design fabrics and a backlit bookcase contribute to the 
residential atmosphere showcasing modern objets d’art from 
Murano, and a curated selection of art and cultural volumes 
and novels.



View of the Grand Canal from a Monet Suite
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A Monet Suite Living Room
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Dimensions

Average size of 75-square metres

Features

• An expansive living room presenting step out Juliette 
balconies with stunning views of the Grand Canal, San 
Giorgio Maggiore Island, Punta della Dogana and Santa 
Maria della Salute Basilica, a design lounge set, a dining 
table that may be comfortably set for four, a backlit bookcase 
showcasing a curated selection of sculpture and objets d’art, 
an escritoire, a well-stocked wet bar and cocktail set.

• Commissioned paintings by artist in residence French 
painter Olivier Masmonteil from the series  
“Hommage à Monet”.

• A bedroom with king-size St. Regis bed dressed in crisp 
white Frette linens and soft feather duvet, ample wardrobe 
space, an in-room safe, and USB charging ports.

• A lavishly proportioned ensuite bathroom in Superwhite 
and Italian Palissandro Blue marbles with walk-in 
rainforest shower, a bathtub for deep soaking, dual 
vanity basins, towel warmers, Bentley hair dryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, make-up mirror, 
plush terry robes.

• Bespoke handcrafted design by Sagrada of London 
inspired after Venetian decorative patterns, traditions 
and legacy craft.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• A pantry kitchenette, select suites.
• A guest powder room.
• Low-beamed ceilings.
• May connect with each other to form a  

two-bedroom apartment.

32 - Monet Suites



View of San Giorgio Maggiore and the Grand Canal



A Monet Suite Living Room
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A Curated Collection of Objets d’Art
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A Monet Suite Bathroom

A Monet Suite Bedroom



The Garden Retreats
Penthouse Suite
Santa Maria Suite
Roof Garden Suites
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One of the views from a Roof Garden Suite



The Santa Maria Suite Terrace
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The allure of the city’s hidden 
gardens is both a worthy 
complement to the views, as 
well as a source of inspiration 
for the interiors of The St. Regis 
Venice’s Garden Retreats. 
Indulge at leisure on outdoor 
extensions immersed in some of 
the finest panoramas of Venice.



The Penthouse Suite
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Penthouse
Suite
The epitome of luxury the Penthouse Suite 
is undeniably the largest accommodation in 
the hotel. A hideaway retreat at one with the 
Venetian skyline, the Penthouse Suite immerses 
its guests in an engaging panorama of cupolas, 
bell towers, altanas and terracotta tiling just 
minutes from the city’s contemporary art 
scene, designer boutiques, and city museums.

Unique to the Penthouse Suite is its 
wraparound furnished garden terrace, which 
showcases extraordinary outlooks from three 
separate viewpoints over Venice’s city-, 
canal- and lagoon-scapes. Enjoy coveted 
perspectives of St. Mark’s Bell Tower, the 
Grand Canal, the iconic landmarks of Punta 
della Dogana and Santa Maria della Salute 
Basilica, San Giorgio Maggiore island, Venice’s 
northern and southern lagoon and, on clear 
days, the Dolomite Alps in the Veneto Region.  
Amplifying the guest experience is the play 
of warm Venetian light that filters through 
the suite’s multiple French window doors and 
windows, and dapples delightfully through the 
suite’s spaces.

Accessed by its own private elevator, the 
Penthouse Suite is a superbly comfortable 
residence for multi-generational family 
holidays, and getaways with friends. 



The Furnished Terrace of the Penthouse Suite
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The Penthouse Suite Master Bedroom and Living Room
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Dimensions
158-square metres of indoor space
104-square metres of external leisure space 

Features
• A wraparound furnished garden terrace 

with three outdoor lounge sets, two outdoor 
dining tables, and stunning views of Venice, 
her architectural icons, the Grand Canal, 
and the Dolomites.

• Two indoor living rooms with design 
lounge sets, three dining tables that 
may each be comfortably set for three, a 
selection of objets d’art, two escritoire.

• Three bedrooms overlooking the city’s 
terracotta rooftops – two of which feature 
St. Regis king-sized beds, the third with  
St. Regis twin beds, crisp white Frette 
linens and soft feather duvets, ample 
wardrobe space, in-room safes, and USB 
charging ports.

• Three lavishly appointed ensuite bathrooms 
in Italian Statuario Delicato and Covelano 
Tiger marbles with walk-in rainforest 
shower, dual vanity basins, towel warmers, 
Bentley hair dryer, luxurious Remède bath 
amenities, make-up mirror, and plush terry 
robes. Two bathrooms feature a bathtub for 
deep soaking.

• A curated collection of artwork by Olivier 
Masmonteil, Aurore de la Morinerie, 
Amelie Hegardt, Lauren Dequick and Tony 
Blackmore, bronze and Alabaster plaster 
sculpture by Massimiliano Pelletti, objets 
d’art from Murano.

• Garden-inspired interior design by 
London based Sagrada including bespoke 
handcrafted furnishings.

• St. Regis Butler Service.

48 - Penthouse Suite



Penthouse Suite Bathroom

Penthouse Suite Bedroom



Live Exquisite Immersed in Venice’s Skyline 
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Private Dining on the Santa Maria Suite Terrace
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Santa Maria
Suite
Nestled amongst the terracotta rooftops of 
Venice, the Santa Maria Suite takes its name 
from its extraordinary outlook over the Santa 
Maria della Salute Basilica. A luxurious, 
wonderful way to connect with the calm and 
beauty of the city, this expansive suite presents 
superb views of Venice from its living spaces 
and bedroom.

Experience Venice’s privileged outdoor 
residential lifestyle from the suite’s private 
bi-level terrace, wrapped in a panorama that 
encompasses the southern lagoon and the 
islands of Lido, San Giorgio Maggiore and 
Giudecca, icons Punta della Dogana, Santa 
Maria della Salute Basilica and the Grand 
Canal, the city rooftops and bell towers, and on 
a fine day, the Veneto region’s Dolomite Alps.

The suite’s interiors are where modern design 
by London-based interior design Sagrada 
meets the freshness of a Venetian garden. Here 
delicate pastel tones and style elements allure to 
Venice’s heritage traditions, her secret garden 
sanctuaries, and her captivating colours.  



Santa Maria Suite Living Room
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Dimensions

62-square metres of indoor space
100-square metres of external leisure space

Features

• An outdoor bi-level furnished rooftop garden terrace with 
lounge set, a dining table for up to four, and stunning views 
of Venice, the Grand Canal and the Dolomites.

• An expansive living room featuring a design lounge set, a 
dining table that may be comfortably set for four, custom 
designed garden-inspired furniture, Rubelli Group fabrics, 
a curated collection of objets d’art, a faux fireplace.

• Artworks by Amelie Hegardt, Aurore della Morinerie, framed 
black and white legacy photography, sculpture by Massimiliano 
Pelletti, and bespoke glassworks by Berengo Studios.

• A bedroom overlooking the hotel’s Italianate garden, Grand 
Canal and iconic architectural monuments presenting a 
king-size St. Regis bed dressed in crisp white Frette linens 
and soft down feather duvet, ample wardrobe space,  
an in-room safe, and USB charging ports.

• Beautiful exposed wooden ceiling beam features in both 
the living area and bedroom. 

• An ensuite bathroom in Italian Statuario Delicato marble 
with walk-in rainforest shower, a bathtub for deep soaking, 
dual vanity basins, towel warmer, Bentley hair dryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, make-up mirror, and 
plush terry robes.

• Bespoke garden-inspired design furnishings by London 
based Sagrada.

• A well-stocked wet bar and cocktail set.
• A pantry kitchenette.
• St. Regis Butler Service.
• May accommodate an extra rollaway bed.
• The bi-level terrace may also host private events, including 

standing cocktails for up to 40 people, and dinners for up 
to 30 guests.
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Santa Maria Suite Living Room

Indoor Private Dining in the Santa Maria Suite



Santa Maria Suite Bedroom
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A Unique Setting for Private Events

60 - Santa Maria Suite





A Roof Garden Suite
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Roof Garden
Suites
Perched on the city’s skyline amidst the iconic 
architecture of Venice’s church domes, bell 
towers, and altanas, Roof Garden Suites occupy 
superb top floor corner locations of the hotel 
and place guests a stone’s throw from the 
most fashionable streets in Venice, and from 
renowned contemporary art galleries 
and museums.

Each suite presents privileged outdoor garden 
terrace extensions that reveal wraparound 
perspectives of the city. While away the day 
leisurely outdoors as you enjoy ever changing 
vistas of the Grand Canal with its famous 
landmarks of Punta della Dogana and Santa 
Maria della Salute Basilica, San Giorgio 
Maggiore, Giudecca, the Lido, Venice’s 
southern lagoon and, when the weather is clear, 
the Dolomite Alps in the Veneto Region. 

Dappled with soft light throughout the day, 
the interiors of the suites evoke the allure of 
Venice’s secret gardens. Serene colour palettes 
of living coral and green accompany design 
furnishings by London-based interior designer 
Sagrada, and a curated selection of art pieces 
by artists Olivier Masmonteil, Amelie Hegardt, 
Aurore de la Morinerie, Laurent Dequick, and 
sculpture in bronze and in Alabaster plaster by 
Massimiliano Pelletti.   



The Terrace of a Roof Garden Suite
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66 - Roof Garden Suites

The Interiors of a Roof Garden Suite



The Interiors of a Roof Garden Suite



A Roof Garden Suite Bedroom
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Dimensions

50- or 66-square metres of indoor space 
45-square metres of external leisure space 

Features

• Stunning views of Venice extending to the 
Grand Canal and the Dolomites. 

• A rooftop location with outdoor garden 
terrace furnished with a lounge set and a 
dining table for up to three.

• An indoor living room with a design lounge 
set, a dining table that may be comfortably set 
for three, a collection of objets d’art,  
and an escritoire.

• A bedroom overlooking the city’s terracotta 
rooftops which features a St. Regis  
king-sized bed with crisp white Frette 
linens and soft down feather duvet, ample 
wardrobe space, an in-room safe, and USB  
charging ports.

• A luxurious ensuite bathroom of Italian 
Statuario Delicato or Covelano Tiger 
marble, with walk-in rainforest shower, a 
bathtub for deep soaking, dual vanity basins, 
towel warmer, Bentley hair dryer, Remède 
bath amenities, make-up mirror, and plush 
terry robes.

• Bespoke garden-inspired design by  
Sagrada of London.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Upon request, one Roof Garden Suite may 

form a two-bedroom apartment when 
interconnected with a Terrace Canal  
View Room.



A work by visual artist Tony Blackmore
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Artwork by Fashion Illustrator Amelie Hegardt



Grand Canal 
Sanctuaries
Terrace Grand Canal Suites 
Grand Canal View Suites 
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A View of the Grand Canal and Santa Maria della Salute Basilica



A View of the Grand Canal and Santa Maria della Salute Basilica



A View of St. Mark’s Basin and San Giorgio Maggiore Church from a Terrace Grand Canal Suite
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Evoking Venetian luxury at its 
most modern and comfortable, 
a selection of suites present 
overlooks of Venice’s famous 
monument-lined waterscape 
making them premier 
addresses both within the hotel 
and within the destination.



View of the Grand Canal and Santa Maria della Salute Basilica
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Terrace
Grand Canal 
Suites
Premier addresses both within the hotel and 
within Venice, Terrace Grand Canal Suites 
exemplify a Venetian terrace retreat at its most 
modern and luxurious. Set on the fourth floor 
in coveted corner positions, the expansive 
terraces of the suites are private residential 
sanctuaries immersed in Venice’s historic 
and contemporary art legacies. Both terraces 
present unrivalled panoramas of the Grand 
Canal and its entrance, from St. Mark’s Basin 
across to San Giorgio Maggiore Island and 
the Fondazione Cini, and from the island of 
Giudecca to almost at arm’s length - Punta 
della Dogana, the extraordinary Santa Maria 
della Salute Basilica, and westwards to the 
Peggy Guggenheim Collection and the 
architectural beauty of noble palaces lining the 
waterway’s banks.
  
From these exclusive vantage points capture 
the mesmerizing vibe of the city as it unfolds 
throughout the day; and as night transcends, 
discover the sound of silence that the softly 
illuminated darkness brings.

Infused with the same compelling character of 
the city, the dusk or twilight tones of the suites’ 
interiors reflect a rich modern tapestry of 
quintessential Venetian elements and design. 
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A Terrace Grand Canal Suite





Private Dining with a View
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Dimensions

47- or 60-square metres of indoor space
25- square metres of external leisure space 

Features

• An outdoor furnished terrace with a lounge set 
and a dining table seating up to three Stunning 
views of the Grand Canal, Venice and iconic 
monuments. 

• An indoor living space that presents a 
design lounge set, a dining table that may be 
comfortably set for three, and a collection of 
objets d’art.

• A curated selection of art including sculpture 
by Massimiliano Pelletti, works by Olivier 
Masmonteil, Maria Kreyne, James Thomas and 
Tony Blackmore, and collaborative glass art by 
Luigi Benzoni with Berengo Studios. 

• Bespoke design furniture by London based 
Sagrada inspired by the gondolas, Venetian 
water craft, and the form of Venice itself. 

• A bedroom with a St. Regis king-sized bed 
dressed with crisp white Frette linens and soft 
down feather duvet, ample wardrobe space, an 
in-room safe, and USB charging ports.

• An expansive ensuite bathroom of Superwhite 
and Italian Palissandro Blue or Statuario 
Delicato marble with walk-in rainforest 
shower, a deep soaking bathtub, dual vanity 
basins, towel warmer, Bentley hair dryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, make-up 
mirror, and plush terry robes and towels.

• Guest powder room, select suites.
• St. Regis Butler Service.



Objets d’Art
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A Terrace Grand Canal Suite Bathroom

A Terrace Grand Canal Suite
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A Terrace Grand Canal Suite





Detail of a Grand Canal View Suite
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Grand Canal
View Suites
With views that extend seamlessly out over 
the spectacular Grand Canal and Venice’s 
architectural icons Punta della Dogana, Santa 
Maria della Salute Basilica, and San Giorgio 
Maggiore Church, some preluding over the 
private Italianate garden of the hotel along the 
way, the spacious Grand Canal View Suites are 
sanctuaries of residential comfort and modern 
Venetian design. Leading off the expansive 
separate living areas in six of the suites is a 
private Juliette balcony from which guests may 
truly immerse themselves in the sounds and 
colours of the destination.

Tasteful slices of contemporary Venetian 
styling embellish the suites and present 
subtle nods at the decorative motifs and 
heritage boating craft of this culturally rich 
city. Twilight palettes or garden-inspired 
themes pay homage to the artistic and social 
legacy of the hotel, Rubelli Group fabrics of 
modern design elegantly embellish the suite 
walls, and an eclectic collection of accessories, 
coffee table books, sculpture by Massimiliano 
Pelletti, and contemporary art pieces by Olivier 
Masmonteil, Maria Kreyn, Tony Blackmore, 
Miss Amelia, Andrea Torres, Amelie Hegardt 
and Berengo Studios create refined moments 
for contemplation.
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View from a Grand Canal View Suite





90 - Grand Canal View Suites

Dimensions

Average 63-square metres 

Features

• A living space with a design lounge set, 
a dining table that may be comfortably 
set for four, a collection of objets d’art, 
and an escritoire.

• A bedroom which features a St. Regis 
king-sized bed with crisp white Frette 
linens and soft down feather duvet, 
ample wardrobe space, an in-room 
safe, and USB charging ports. Select 
suites offer a separate cloakroom.

• A lavishly proportioned ensuite 
bathroom of Superwhite and Italian 
Palissandro Blue or Statuario Delicato 
marble with walk-in rainforest 
shower, a deep soaking bathtub, dual 
vanity basins, towel warmer, Bentley 
hair dryer, luxurious Remède bath 
amenities, make-up mirror, and plush 
terry robes and towels.

• Stunning views of the Grand Canal 
and its architectural icons. The view 
from select suites also extends over the 
Italianate garden.

• Rubelli Group contemporary  
wall fabrics.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Upon request, one Grand Canal 

View Suite may form a two-bedroom 
apartment when interconnected with a 
Luxury Canal View Room.



Detail of a Grand Canal View Suite

A Grand Canal View Suite Living Room
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Detail of a Grand Canal View Suite



A Grand Canal View Suite Bathroom
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The Suite 
Lifestyle
St. Regis Suites
Masquerade Suite
Venetian Suites
Astor Suites

Imbued with a residential feel, the 
Astor, Venetian and St. Regis Suites 
uniquely encapsulate the artistic and 
cultural legacy of Venice. An exquisite 
selection of art works, Murano 
glass, and custom furnishings with 
crafted details of modern design pay 
tribute to the city’s artistic heritage. 
Captivating tones of twilight or dusk 
inspired by French painter Claude 
Monet’s Venetian masterpieces wrap 
guests in Venice’s warm embrace 
elevated through soft wool carpets or 
natural wood flooring underfoot.

On call 24-hours is the anticipatory 
service of our St. Regis Butlers,
ready to assist with a range of services 
from packing and unpacking, 
to in-room refreshments, and private 
after-hour visits of museums.
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Detail of a Venetian Suite



Detail of a Venetian Suite



A St. Regis Suite
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St. Regis
Suites
With their graciously proportioned living 
rooms, St. Regis Suites are eclectic in style, 
layout and design. 

Twilight or dusk tones allude to the hues 
that tinge the city as evening transcends, 
complemented by modern design details 
inspired after the works of Venetian architect 
Carlo Scarpa, Venetian gondola and boating 
tradition, and the motifs decorating Palazzo 
Ducale, Piazza San Marco and San Giorgio 
Maggiore. Cultivating the vanguard’s desire for 
the new is a carefully curated selection of art 
by Olivier Masmonteil and Maria Kreyn, objets 
d’art from Murano, and Venice and art-themed 
coffee-table books.

East-facing windows open to views over the 
traditional terracotta city rooftops, or over 
the adjacent Palazzo Treves and the charming 
Corte Barozzi which provides access to the 
hotel. A coveted Juliette balcony in one suite 
leads the visitor outdoors, creating moments to 
engage with the residential charm of the local 
neighbourhood.



Massimiliano Pelletti Plaster Sculpture

100 - St. Regis Suites



Artwork from Murano

Detail of a Laurent Dequick Artwork
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Dimensions

Average 73-square metres

Features

• A living space that presents a design 
lounge set, a dining table that may be 
comfortably set for three, and a  
70-inch LED TV.

• A bedroom with a St. Regis  
king-sized bed with crisp white Frette 
linens and soft down feather duvet, 
ample wardrobe space, in-room safe, 
and USB charging ports.

• An ensuite marble bathroom in 
Superwhite and Italian Palissandro 
Blue marble with walk-in rainforest 
shower, a bathtub, dual vanity basins, 
towel warmer, Bentley hairdryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, 
make-up mirror, and plush terry.

• Views facing East over the traditional 
terracotta city rooftops, or over the 
adjacent Palazzo Treves and  
Corte Barozzi.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Interior design by London  

based Sagrada.
• Rubelli Group fabrics.



A St. Regis Suite Bathroom
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The Unique Bi-level Masquerade Suite



The Masquerade Suite is truly unique to the 
hotel and in character. Bi-level, its design 
is a spirited and forward-looking narrative 
of Venice’s theatrical and Carnival legacy, 
evidenced by Rubelli Group fabrics in red 
and cream accents, ornate wooden beamed 
ceilings, harlequin patterning, a bespoke wet 
bar, and a playful chandelier installation. 

Contributing drama and fun to this suite is a 
curated selection of objects and art that call 
out to the city’s cultural calendar, amongst 
which framed antique Carnival masks, a hand-
made Doge’s hat with embellished graffiti 
paint, framed 1950’s Carnival photography by 
Vogue, fashion illustrations, antique Murano 
accessories, and Carnival inspired Fornasetti 
porcelain pieces.

Facing east, the suite’s living room windows 
present perspectives of the residential 
neighbourhood anchored by the charming 
Corte Barozzi leading to the hotel’s pedestrian 
entrance. 

Masquerade
Suite
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The Unique Bi-level Masquerade Suite



The Masquerade Suite Bathroom
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Dimensions

Average 73-square metres

Features

• A living space that presents a design lounge 
set, a bespoke wet bar with a curated 
selection of spirts and beverage, a dining 
table that may be comfortably set for three.

• A Mezzanine floor with shelving containing 
an eclectic mix of ornaments that mix 
the antique with the contemporary, and 
coffee books on the Carnival, Murano and 
Venetian art.

• A bedroom which features a St. Regis  
king-sized bed with crisp white Frette 
linens and soft down feather duvet, ample 
wardrobe space, in-room safe, and USB 
charging ports.

• An ensuite marble bathroom in Italian 
Palissandro Classico and Palissandro 
Platinum marble with walk-in rainforest 
shower, a deep soaking bathtub, dual vanity 
basins, towel warmers, Bentley hair dryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, make-up 
mirror, and plush terry.

• Views facing East over the adjacent 
residential neighbourhood of Corte Barozzi.

• A curated selection of Carnival inspired  
art pieces.

• Theatre-inspired design furnishings by 
London based Sagrada.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Upon request, may form a two-bedroom 

apartment when interconnected with a  
Grand Deluxe Room.



A Venetian Suite
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Venetian
Suites
Imbued with atmosphere to create a sense of 
place, Venetian Suites offer guests a choice 
of views over the hotel’s private Italianate 
garden, over the traditional terracotta 
rooftops of Venice, or over the surrounding 
neighbourhood.  Several suites feature a Juliette 
balcony on which to step out and indulge in the 
spirit of the city.

A separate living area in Venetian Suites 
presents opportunities to relax in stylish 
residential comfort. Set against dusk or twilight 
tones, exquisitely crafted details of modern 
design influenced by the decorative patterns 
of Piazza San Marco, the churchyard of San 
Giorgio, and the artistic heritage of Venice 
accompany guests throughout the stay. A plush 
chaise-sofa and armchair provide comfortable 
contemplation points for an eclectic selection 
of objets d’art, Alabaster plaster sculpture by 
Massimiliano Pelletti, and artworks by Olivier 
Masmonteil, Maria Kreyn, Miss Amelia and 
Laurent Dequick.



112 - Venetian Suite

Dimensions

Average 48-square metres

Features

• A separate living area with a design 
lounge set, and a dining table that 
may be comfortably set for three.

• A bedroom featuring a St. Regis  
king-sized bed dressed with crisp white 
Frette linens and soft down feather 
duvet, ample wardrobe space, in-room 
safe, and USB charging ports.

• A lavishly proportioned ensuite 
bathroom in Superwhite and Italian 
Palissandro Blue marble, with walk-in 
rainforest shower, dual vanity basins, 
towel warmer, Bentley hair dryer, 
luxurious Remède bath amenities, 
make-up mirror, and plush terry. 
A deep-soaking bathtub is available 
in select suites.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Interior design by London  

based Sagrada.
• Rubelli Group fabrics.
• Separate cloakroom, select suites.
• May interconnect with a Canal Side 

View Room, select suites.



A Venetian Suite Bathroom

A Venetian Suite



Astor Suite
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Astor
Suites
Offering a choice of outlooks over the 
romantic terracotta rooftops, the charming 
Corte Barozzi leading to the hotel’s 
entrance, or over the hotel itself, the Astor 
Suites artfully blend residential comfort 
with modern design details. 

Infusing the suite’s elegant interiors with 
welcoming warmth are gentle dusk-coloured 
tones that complement custom furnishings 
by Sagrada, fabrics by Rubelli Group, and 
subtle layerings of design inspired by Carlo 
Scarpa, the city’s rich boating heritage, and 
the patterns of St. Mark’s Square, Palazzo 
Ducale and the Grand Canal.

Murano-crafted objets d’art, a selection 
of volumes on art and Venice, and 
contemporary artworks including Alabaster 
plaster sculpture by Massimiliano Pelletti 
and lithography by French artist Olivier 
Masmonteil contribute to create an eclectic 
residential atmosphere.



116 - Astor Suite

Dimensions

Average 47-square metres

Features

• A combined day and night area with 
two custom-made velvet sofas or a 
chaise lounge and armchair, a design 
coffee table, a dining table that may 
be comfortably set for two, a bedroom 
featuring one king-size or two twin 
St. Regis beds dressed with crisp white 
Frette linens and soft down feather 
duvet, ample wardrobe space, in-room 
safe, and USB charging ports.

• An ensuite bathroom in Superwhite 
and Italian Palissandro Blue marble, 
with walk-in rainforest shower, dual 
vanity basins, Bentley hair dryer, 
towel warmer, luxurious Remède bath 
amenities, make-up mirror,  
and plush terry. A bathtub for deep 
soaking is available in select suites.

• St. Regis Butler Service.
• Interior design by London  

based Sagrada.
• Accessible bathroom available for 

guests with reduced mobility,  
select suites.

• May interconnect with a  
St. Regis Suite, select suites.



A Guest Bathroom

Astor Suite



A Spirited 
Tradition

Our exacting standards of service 
are exemplified by the St. Regis 
Butler, who is available to assist 
with any request, be it personal or 
professional. 

St. Regis Butler Service anticipates 
your every need, ensuring that 
your unique preferences are 
known and understood in perfect 
detail.
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Our St. Regis Butler Service is Available in all Suites 



The Grand Canal Terrace at Gio’s Restaurant
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Tastefully 
Disruptive

Italian at heart, Gio’s, our signature 
restaurant, presents a modern 
journey of Venetian and Italian 
dishes crafted with integrity by 
Executive Chef Nadia Frisina. 
Bringing a flourish to the whole 
experience, simple iconic dishes are 
perfected at the table, flavourings 
are personalized and local, fresh 
ingredients reflect seasonality.

A place of relaxed daily 
indulgence, the St. Regis Bar 
offers an unexpected selection of 
contemporary Venetian drinks, 
cocktails and food, immersed in the 
superb views of the Grand  
Canal waterscape.

Arts Bar celebrates the artistic and 
cultural vibe of Venice. Uniquely 
themed with a jazzy ambiance, 
a premier choice of spirits and 
art-inspired cocktails with a select 
flourish feature amongst  
modern classics.



An Immersive 
Journey

The SPA Suites at The St. Regis 
Venice offer moments of relaxed 
pleasure and sensory revitalization.

Treatments are aimed at pampering, 
and incorporate local ingredients 
prized for their healing benefits.  
There is also a choice that evolves 
around time, permitting short 
beauty lifts, or longer, more 
in-depth therapies that derive from 
both science and nature.
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The SPA Suites at The St. Regis Venice



The SPA Suites at The St. Regis Venice













For more information, call +39 041 2400001
or visit cultivatingthevanguard.com or stregisvenice.com
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